PROFESSIONAL
BATTERY PRODUCTS

GET MORE DONE
WITH LESS NOISE
It’s time to switch to Husqvarna professional battery solutions.

FUTURE
BUSINESS
GROWS IN
SILENCE
As cities grow, so do their green spaces
– and the expectations of the people
who live near them. Add increasingly
stringent regulations around noise and
pollution and it’s clear there’s a need for
cleaner, quieter green space
management.
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QUIETER.
CLEANER. MORE
PRODUCTIVE.
With zero direct emissions, no smoke and low
noise, today’s Husqvarna battery equipment offer
performance equivalent to our traditional gas
equipment; without disturbing the neighborhood
or breaking the regulations.

powered equipment are clear: they help you
make more money.

Since every charge costs a fraction of refueling a
gas tank, you will repay your investment in
Husqvarna battery equipment sooner than you
They allow you to win new business and
think. Then you just have to enjoy the benefits of
contracts in a stricter regulatory environment,
clean, quiet, more profitable Husqvarna
and they let you and your people start earlier and performance.
finish later for more billable hours every day. Add
So get ready for a new world. Get ready to switch
low maintenance and operating costs to those
longer working hours, and the benefits of battery- to Husqvarna Battery-powered equipment.

LOWER RUNNING COSTS

LESS NOISE

NO FUMES

Our battery machines pay
for themselves quicker than
you might think. And once
they do, you save money
every time you charge
them up.

Quiet, electric motors also
mean you can start working
earlier and finish later –
even in areas with strict
noise regulations. Your days
are more productive, you
get more billable hours and
it’s easier to balance all your
customers’ needs.

Husqvarna battery powered
motors offer performance
equivalent to gas-powered
engines, without the
harmful emissions and fuel
consumption.
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BUILT TO
PERFORM.
READY TO
DELIVER.
The future of our battery series is found in our
company’s past – in our tradition of exploring new
technologies, materials and innovations to make better
equipment which helps professionals be more efficient
every day. Generations of expertise, plus tough
testing and constant refining, helped make our new
professional battery range the very best it can be.
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ONE BATTERY

HIGH PERFORMANCE

EASY TO USE

ALL WEATHER USE

Every Husqvarna battery
works with every Husqvarna
product. Quick to charge
and even quicker to swap,
they allow you to choose
the battery combination
perfect for you and the way
you work.

Strong, durable motors,
superior power to weight
ratio and smart features
give you the power, performance and comfort you
need for all-day, every day
productivity. Almost all 500
series machines feature a
motor designed in-house by
Husqvarna to match motor
and machine perfectly.

Low weight, low vibrations
and easy, intuitive controls
make our battery-powered
equipment ergonomic and
easy to use. Which helps
your people stay happy,
healthy and productive –
and makes business more
profitable.

Keep on working, come rain,
wind or sunshine thanks
to high weather protection
standards.

HUSQVARNA PROFESSIONAL BATTERY EQUIPMENT.
SMARTER WORKING IN ANY WEATHER.
Husqvarna’s range of battery-powered equipment covers just about every green space task in any weather, from
pruning to trimming, mowing to blowing. Each piece of equipment is the result of over a decade of research, fine
tuning and insight into what you need and want from battery-powered machines: safety with optimized performance
plus unbeatable comfort.
Husqvarna steps proudly into the future with the new Professional Battery series, opening new opportunities for your
business to achieve sustainable success. Join us. We’re ready when you are.
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CUT AWAY
THE STRAIN,
SMOKE AND
NOISE.

QUIETER, LIGHTER, CLEANER WITH HIGH CUTTING
SPEED FOR LONGER SHIFTS IN MORE COMFORT.
Husqvarna’s low-weight, low vibration hedge trimmers and line trimmers
are designed to reduce physical strain. And their powerful battery options –
from lightweight integrated batteries to high capacity backpacks – eliminate
exposure to harmful smoke and fumes. Tough, durable and incredibly
reliable, their low noise operation lets you start work earlier and finish later,
even in noise-sensitive areas. Husqvarna’s cordless solution means cables
don’t get stuck in branches, and allow you to swap instantly from hand to
hand for more flexibility, less downtime and more productive shifts.
HUSQVARNA 520iHD60
LIGHTWEIGHT WITH GREAT BALANCE.
Agile, lightweight and efficient hedge trimmer
with 24 in cutter bar. Balanced design ensures
efficient work, even during long shifts. Rear
handle can be twisted for easier vertical
trimming. Economy savE™ mode extends battery
life for more runtime between charges.
■■ 8.4 lbs. excl. battery
■■ 4000 cuts/min
■■ 24 in cutter bar
■■ savE™ for maximum runtime
■■ Pivoting rear handle

HUSQVARNA 520iHE3
REACH THAT LITTLE BIT HIGHER.
Up to 11.5 ft reach enables easy and comfortable
trimming of wide, high and low hedges. 22 in
high-speed cutter bar for unbeatable power and
performance. Lightweight, balanced design with
adjustable cutter bar facilitates efficient work
even during long shifts.
■■ 9.2 lbs. excl. battery
■■ 4000 cuts/min
■■ 22 in cutter bar
■■ savE™ for maximum runtime
■■ Transport mode

HUSQVARNA 520iLX
CLEAR A PATH TO SUCCESS.
Effective, lightweight trimmer with intuitive keypad for
easy starting and stopping. Twin-line cutting system
with Tap-n-Go function enables quick and easy line
feed, while two-way trimmer head rotation means less
grass on walkways, walls and other obstacles. Delivered
with T25B trimmer head. Optional steel blade for heavy
brush cutting.
■■ 6.6 lbs. excl. battery

■■ T25B trimmer head

■■ savE™ for maximum runtime

■■ 3-tooth grass blade

■■ Two-way rotation trimmer head

(optional accessory)

■■ Adjustable handle

See more information on batteries and chargers on pages 16-17
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MONEY
GROWS
ON
TREES.

HIGH PERFORMANCE, SAFETY AND LESS STRAIN HELP PRODUCTIVITY.
Husqvarna’s lightweight, low-vibration battery saws can make all the difference when
every pound counts. They are designed for maximum performance with safety in
mind: easy on/off, an intuitive user interface for a clear status view and low noise for
easier communication with others. And not at least, longer working shifts in noisesensitive environments without annoying idle driving.
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HUSQVARNA T535iXP
FOR FULL-TIME ARBORISTS.
Efficient, lightweight and well-balanced top-handle chainsaw for pruning
and small crown reduction. Compact design, easy start/stop and high
center of gravity ensures easy maneuverability and work, even in tough
conditions. High chain speed contributes to smooth, efficient cutting, while
the effective inertia-activated chain brake improves safety.
■■ Bar length 12 inches

■■ Chain speed 66 ft/s

■■ 5.3 lbs. excl. battery

■■ savE™ for maximum runtime

HUSQVARNA 535iXP
HIGH POWER. LOW WEIGHT.
Powerful chainsaw ideal for light pruning and tree removal where you
need the extra reach a rear handle saw offers. Well-balanced design, low
weight and high center of gravity ensure extra maneuverability, while
the inertia-activated chain brake makes work safer. High chain speed
enables smooth, efficient cutting.
■■ Bar length 14 inches

■■ Chain speed 66 ft/s

■■ 5.3 lbs. excl. battery

■■ savE™ for maximum runtime

HUSQVARNA 530iP4
HIGH CHAIN SPEED FOR
EFFECTIVE PRUNING.

HUSQVARNA 530iPT5
TELESCOPIC POLE SAW
WITH UP TO 18 FT. REACH.

Robust pole saw for productive tree care. Slim
saw head, low weight and well-balanced design
mean low vibration levels and greater efficiency,
while the high (66 ft/s) chain speed increases
productivity.

Well-balanced ergonomic design with low weight, low
vibration levels and slim saw head. The saw head design
and bar position gives the best possible view for the
operator.
■■ Bar length 10 inches

■■ savE™ for maximum runtime

■■ Bar length 10 inches

■■ Chain speed 66 ft/s

■■ 11 lbs. excl. battery

■■ Telescopic

■■ 7.4 lbs. excl. battery

■■ savE™ for maximum runtime

■■ Chain speed 66 ft/s

ACCESSORIES
Arborist eyelet

Chainsaw strap

Technical Forest Helmet

Bars and chains

Eyelet with unique design,
made for arborists who
use a standard chainsaw.
Offers a safe way to
connect the chainsaw to
the chainsaw strap. Has
an overload release.

For connecting the
chainsaw to a belt. Has an
elastic design.

A robust, yet lightweight
helmet with a completely
thorough design - packed
with smart solutions that
lessen the weight.

Husqvarna’s wide range of
cutting attachments are
designed to achieve high
performance and to optimize
the saw’s features. That is
why our bars ands chains
are developed especially for
Husqvarna’s saws.

See more information on batteries and chargers on pages 16-17
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THE QUIETER, MORE SUSTAINABLE
PATH TO CLEANER PATHS AND SPACES.
Your customers love clear pathways, lawns, parks and green spaces. But they
don’t always like the noise and smoke it can take to get them. Here’s the answer:
Husqvarna battery blowers. Powerful, quieter and free from direct emissions,
they’re a more sustainable, customer-friendly way to clear leaves and other
debris fast. And because they help you start work earlier and finish later with
no refueling, low maintenance costs and a variety of light yet powerful battery
options, you, your employees and your customers will love them too.

HUSQVARNA 436LiB
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. POWERFUL PERFORMANCE.
Lightweight, comfortable and powerful blower for use with either
backpack or integrated battery. Low weight, well balanced design and
smart features including different tube options. Excellent for noise
sensitive areas and demanding indoor tasks. Suitable for either left- or
right-handed operation.
■■ 81 dB(A)

■■ 5.3 lbs. excl. battery

■■ 110 mph

■■ Cruise control and boost mode

■■ 385 cfm
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BLOWS
THE
REST
AWAY.
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BATTERIES
FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL PERFORMANCE. WHATEVER THE JOB.

The Husqvarna BLi battery system is the most flexible on the market today, with
performance second to none. Just charge up, plug in and switch on for peak
performance with no loss of power: they’re always good to go.
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Choose lightweight batteries, load up a battery belt with

built-in cooling system allows them to be used in hot

the power to work all day or maximize performance and

environments, and they are suitable for all-weather use.

autonomy with a high capacity, comfortable backpack

Add the ability to charge more than 1500 times and it’s

solution. With quick charging, easy swapping, long

easy to see why our batteries are truly the power behind

runtime, they’re designed to work the way you do. A

Husqvarna battery-powered equipment.

THREE WAYS
TO CONNECT.
YOU CHOOSE.

1 MACHINE + BATTERY
for maximum agility and perfect
balance with long run times.

2 MACHINE + BATTERY +
FLEXI BELT + ADAPTER
Carry just the extra batteries you
need, plus space for equipment
and accessories.

3 MACHINE + BACKPACK
BATTERY + ADAPTER
Work all day without worrying
about your battery.

HUSQVARNA
BATTERY FLEXI BELT NEW
HOLDS UP TO THREE EXTRA BATTERIES
AND ACCESSORIES.
Makes long workdays comfortable and productive
far from electrical outlets. Connect your product
to a battery in the belt for less strain on your arms.
Made from durable materials to cope with the
toughest work – and easy to attach equipment
and other accessories.

HUSQVARNA BLi950X NEW
LONG-LASTING POWER FOR
TOP-CLASS PERFORMANCE.

HUSQVARNA BLi550X NEW
BACKPACK PERFORMANCE WITH GREAT
COMFORT.

Very high-capacity, weatherproof backpack
battery enabling you to work with fewer breaks
and greater efficiency. Ergonomically-designed
adjustable harness with wide, padded straps
and hip belt for maximum comfort. Easy to store
on its feet.

High-capacity, weatherproof backpack battery
enabling you to work with fewer breaks and
greater efficiency. Ergonomically-designed
adjustable harness with wide, padded straps and
hip belt for maximum comfort. Easy to store on its
feet.

■■ Capacity 26.1 Ah

■■ Capacity 14.4 Ah

■■ Weight (incl harness):

17.4 lbs.

HUSQVARNA BLi100/200/300
HIGH POWER. LOW WEIGHT.
Husqvarna batteries provide excellent runtime
and market-leading capacity to weight ratio.
They all feature a 4-LED charge level indicator,
all-weather operation and excellent cooling.
Rechargeable more than 1500 times.
■■ Capacity 2.6/5.2/9.4 Ah
■■ Weight: 1.9/2.9/3.9 lbs.

■■ Weight (incl. harness):

15.7 lbs.
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CHARGERS
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HUSQVARNA QC500
FOR SUPER-FAST CHARGING.
Charges BLi300, BLi550X and BLi950X 50%
faster than the QC330 charger. Active battery
cooling for minimum charge time and longer
battery life, plus 2-LED status indicator and highpower output.

LEADING THE CHARGE.
From single workshop chargers to field chargers, quick chargers and more,
Husqvarna has the solutions to keep your battery-powered equipment up
and running. Our smart charging algorithm quickly charges the battery up to
80 % – in as little as half an hour – before it continues with the last 20%.
And a wide range of accessories helps you work the way that suits you best.

HUSQVARNA QC330
OPTIMIZED FOR ALL
BLi-BATTERIES.
Quick charging unit with 2-LED
status indicator and active battery
cooling for minimum charge time
and longer battery life.

HUSQVARNA QC80F
FIELD CHARGER.

HUSQVARNA QC80
STANDARD CHARGER.

For charging in 12 V car/truck outlet
in the field.

With LED status indicator.
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HOW LONG
WILL THE
BATTERY
LAST?
WORKING TIME ON ONE CHARGE

535iXP®
CARPENTER

120i
PRUNING

LOG CUT

T535iXP®

530iPT5/
520iLX
530iP4 / 115iPT4

PRUNING

PRUNING

LIGHT
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 h  min

 h  min

h

—

 h  min

 h  min

 h  min

 h  min

BLi200

 h  min

 h  min

 min

 min

 h  min

 h  min

 h  min

 min

BLi100
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BLi550X

 h  min
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h
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The runtimes are up-to times and correspond to work time using savE™: actual work, basic maintenance and movement /climbing needed for generic operations.
*Requires BLi backpack batteries.
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TOUGH

The working time available with a fully
charged battery depends on three
variables: the capacity of the battery,
which machine the battery is used with
and if you’re doing light or tough
cutting/trimming. The chart shows an

estimate of the operating time you can
expect from your Husqvarna battery
equipment in different work situations.
The charging time for a fully
discharged battery depends on the
capacity of the battery and which of

the chargers you use. In many cases
the charging time will be shorter than
the working time. This means with two
batteries available, you can work
continuously – one battery operating
and the other battery charging.

CHARGING TIME FOR DIFFERENT BATTERIES AND CHARGERS

CHARGING
CYCLES

QC500

QC330

QC80

QC80F

CHARGING LEVEL

CHARGING LEVEL

CHARGING LEVEL

CHARGING LEVEL
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100%
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h
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h
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h

 h  min

115iL

520iHE3/530iHD60
LIGHT

115iHD55

TOUGH

436LiB/320iB
LIGHT

TOUGH
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h
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HUSQVARNA FLEET SERVICES

IF YOUR
EQUIPMENT
COULD TALK,
WHAT WOULD
IT TELL YOU?
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Where on earth did we leave that trimmer? When was it last serviced? And don’t
we have any more of them? Who knows? These are all yesterday’s questions –
questions that you can now answer quickly and confidently, thanks to Husqvarna
Fleet Services™. With the intelligent sensor, you’ll not only be able to find where
you last had every piece of equipment, but also survey its overall status and how
much it’s been used to learn when it’s time to service or replace it. Quick, convenient
and simple – leaving you in full control, wherever you are.
Keeping track of your equipment also allows your business to improve your
routines and start working based on real insights, instead of guesswork. This
means a smoother, simpler workday – which translates into increased productivity.
The future of landscaping is here. We call it Husqvarna Fleet Services™.

JUST PUT ONE OF THESE
ON EVERY PIECE OF
EQUIPMENT

Keeping track of your equipment has never
been easier. Just attach Husqvarna sensors,
and you’ll always know where your machines
are, how much they’ve been used, when
they need service and much more. You
always have total control from your computer,
tablet or smartphone.

DASHBOARD OVERVIEW | YOUR BUSINESS – AT A GLANCE
Just log in to Husqvarna Fleet Services™ to get a birds-eye view of all
your equipment – how many machines you have of each type, how
much they have been used lately, if any of them are due for service
and more. By having a look at the charts, you can quickly tell how
your business is performing and identify room for improvement.

INVENTORY CONTROL | ALL YOUR
EQUIPMENT IN ONE PLACE
Don’t rely on paperwork. With Husqvarna Fleet
Services™, you just check the inventory list,
and you know exactly how many machines you
have of each type. Give them unique names,
and you can easily tell which is which. You can
add sensors to all sorts of equipment, even
machines from other manufacturers.

SERVICE OVERVIEW | SERVICE HISTORY AND NOTIFICATIONS
Husqvarna Fleet Services™ alerts you when a machine is due for service, based
on actual engine hours. This way, you can do the preventive maintenance in time,
rather than wait until you need to repair it (or service before you actually need to).
You also have access to the complete service history for each machine, making it
easier to troubleshoot and to know when it’s time to invest in a new one.

MACHINE LOCATION | TRACK THEM ALL
ON THE MAP
Always keep track of where you last had your equipment.
As soon as a machine with a sensor is within Bluetooth
distance from the app, its location is registered. So
whenever you’re looking for a machine, you just check
the map to find out if it’s in the storage, away for service
or out working. Our robotic mowers have built-in GPS and
connectivity, allowing them to be tracked constantly.

MACHINE STATISTICS | SEE WHEN
AND HOW MUCH YOU’VE USED IT
Since the sensors track the engine
hours of every machine, you always
know exactly how much they have
been used since you bought them.
You also check the workday log to
get a detailed view of how many
hours they have been used each day.
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HUSQVARNA
PROVIDES THE
TOTAL SOLUTION

PUT THE POWER OF HUSQVARNA TO WORK FOR YOU.
Get your hands on the power, reliability and innovation of Husqvarna. From our new and innovative professional mower line-up to powerful,
productive and ergonomically designed handheld equipment, Husqvarna delivers professional results. Learn more at HUSQVARNA.COM
Connect with HusqvarnaUSA

Trimmers
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Pole Saws

Chainsaws

Blowers

Walk Mowers

Professional Walk Mowers

© 2018 Husqvarna AB. All rights reserved.

SAVE UP TO 20% AT
HUSQVARNA DEALERS.

Husqvarna’s Fleet Program is designed
to provide commercial customers a
volume discount on major purchases of
new Husqvarna landscaping equipment.
This program package is only available
to companies or agencies who are
involved in the commercial lawn care
or arborist business on a full-time basis
or use the equipment as a means of
producing income.

Stand-on Mowers

Zero-Turn Mowers

See dealer for details or visit
www.husqvarna.com/us/commerciallandscaping-equipment/fleet-program/
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NOTES
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NOTES
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WHENEVER
YOU NEED US
WE’RE HERE
FOR YOU.
Our ambition is always to understand your challenges and develop
our Husqvarna offerings to you, in order to grow your business. Our
commitment to you as a professional business partner drives everything
we do, from servicing and maintenance strategy to fleet composition and
training. Our local Husqvarna dealers can advise you on solutions and
services to maximize your uptime.
FIND THE NEAREST DEALER AT HUSQVARNA.COM
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